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Abstract
Legal Argument-Pair Extraction (LAE) is dedicated to the identification of interactive arguments targeting the same
subject matter within legal complaints and corresponding defenses. This process serves as a foundation for
automatically recognizing the focal points of disputes. Current methodologies predominantly conceptualize LAE as a
supervised sentence-pair classification problem and usually necessitate extensive manual annotations, thereby
constraining their scalability and general applicability. To this end, we present an innovative approach to LAE
that focuses on fine-grained alignment of argument pairs, building upon coarse-grained complaint-defense pairs.
This strategy stems from two key observations: 1) In general, every argument presented in a legal complaint is
likely to be addressed by at least one corresponding argument in the defense. 2) It’s rare for multiple complaint
arguments to be addressed by a single defense argument; rather, each complaint argument usually corresponds to
a unique defense argument. Motivated by these insights, we develop a specialized pre-training framework. Our
model employs pre-training objectives designed to exploit the coarse-grained supervision signals. This enables
expressive representations of legal arguments for LAE, even when working with a limited amount of labeled data.
To verify the effectiveness of our model, we construct the largest LAE datasets from two representative causes,
private lending, and contract dispute. The experimental results demonstrate that our model can effectively capture
informative argument knowledge from unlabeled complaint-defense pairs and outperform the unsupervised and
supervised baselines by 3.7 and 2.4 points on average respectively. Besides, our model can reach superior accu-
racy with only half manually annotated data. The datasets and code can be found in https://github.com/thunlp/LAE.
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1. Introduction

Legal argument-pair extraction (LAE) aims to iden-
tify the interactive arguments with the same topic
from the statements of the plaintiff and the defen-
dant. During a trial process, the plaintiff and the
defendant are supposed to state their arguments
within the designated files called complaint and de-
fense, respectively. An interactive argument-pair is
defined as two interrelated arguments—one from
the complaint and another from the defense—that
address the same issue or topic. Arguments in
interactive argument-pairs may either be in agree-
ment, reinforcing similar points, or they could be in
opposition, offering counterpoints to one another.

As illustrated in Figure 1, which features an exam-
ple from a private lending case, both the plaintiff and
the defendant find common ground on the reality of
the lending transaction. However, they diverge sig-
nificantly on other aspects, including the guarantor,
the payment of interest, and the penalty. LAE seeks
to facilitate the alignment of arguments presented
in the complaint and defense documents. The task
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can aid legal professionals, especially judges, by
highlighting the key factual disputes that require
focused attention and providing a roadmap for sub-
sequent investigation or analysis. In essence, LAE
acts as a vital tool within legal assistant systems,
aiming to improve the work efficiency of judges.

The task of argument-pair extraction has gar-
nered increased interest recently, especially in the
context of mining opinion interactions from dialogi-
cal argumentation. Most existing works formalize
it as a sentence pair classification problem (Yuan
et al., 2021a; Ji et al., 2021; Cheng et al., 2021;
Bao et al., 2021b, 2022; Yuan et al., 2021b). How-
ever, these approaches rely heavily on substantial
high-quality labeled data, which involves a time-
consuming and labor-intensive manual annotation.
Besides, these models often neglect the complex
relationships within unlabeled complaint-defense
pairs, resulting in suboptimal ability to LAE.

To address these issues, we introduce an
argument-oriented pre-training framework for LAE.
This framework leverages large-scale, coarse-
grained complaint-defense pairs and is guided
by two self-supervised supervision objectives,
inspired by the following intuitive observations:

https://github.com/thunlp/LAE
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[1] On July 3rd, 2014, Bob borrowed 1 million 
yuan from him for running his company. [2] Cindy 
provided a guaranty. [3] After the deadline of the 
repayment, Bob didn’t repay the loan and pay the 
interest as scheduled. [4] Alice demands that Bob 
return the money and pay the penalty.

(1) Bob confessed the truth of the lending. (2) 
Bob had paid the interest until March 1st, 2015. 
(3) Besides, the guarantor is X Co., Ltd. instead 
of Cindy individually. (4) Bob asks the judge to 
reject the demands of the penalty.

Plaintiff Defendant
Alice Bob

[1]     (1)

[2]     (3)

[3]     (2)

[4]     (4)

Lending:    Agree

Guarantor:  Cindy vs. X Co., Ltd.

Interest:    Not pay vs. Paid

Penalty:    Demand vs. RejectJudge

Figure 1: An example of the complaint and de-
fense recorded in legal documents. The annotated
argument-pairs are also presented, with the key
phrases for each argument colored in blue.

1) Complaint-defense matching objective: Our re-
search indicates that for many complaint argu-
ments, there typically exists at least one corre-
sponding defense argument that addresses them.
Accordingly, we employ a contrastive learning strat-
egy. For each complaint argument, the defense
argument with the highest matching score within
the corresponding defense is considered the posi-
tive instance. Meanwhile, arguments from unre-
lated cases serve as negative instances. This
objective encourages each complaint argument
to align closely with at least one defense argu-
ment. 2) Matching divergence objective: In a docu-
ment, different complaint arguments are usually ad-
dressed by different defense arguments.Therefore,
we aim to ensure that the matching distribution of
defense arguments differs when comparing differ-
ent complaint arguments. In other words, we en-
courage that different complaint arguments should
not be associated with the same defense argu-
ments. Our pre-training framework is independent
from manually annotated data, and thus can be
applied in large-scale self-supervised pre-training.
After the pre-training phase, the model can serve in
two capacities: as an unsupervised tool capable of
directly extracting argument-pairs (unsupervised),
or as a base model that can be further fine-tuned
with a limited set of human-annotated data to im-
prove its performance in a supervised manner (su-
pervised).

To verify the effectiveness of our model, we con-
struct two LAE datasets from the legal documents
of two representative causes: private lending and
contract dispute. Both two datasets contain tens of
thousands of annotated cases and are the largest
LAE datasets currently available. The evaluation
results on these two datasets demonstrate that our
proposed model can effectively leverage the un-

derlying argument knowledge from large-scale le-
gal documents, and achieve notable performance
gains in both unsupervised and supervised settings.
Remarkably, our model can achieve superior ac-
curacy with only half labeled data, which further
proves that our pre-training objectives can benefit
models from the data scarcity problem.

2. Related Work

2.1. Argument Mining
Argument mining aims to analyze the semantic
structures of argumentative text, such as debate
dialog (Vecchi et al., 2021). It is a critical research
field, which can benefit many downstream tasks, in-
cluding opinion mining (Lawrence and Reed, 2019),
stance detection (Küçük and Can, 2021). Argument
mining has attracted growing attention, and existing
research covers argument recognition (Trautmann
et al., 2020; Grundler et al., 2022; Habernal et al.,
2022), argument relation classification (Persing and
Ng, 2016; Jo et al., 2021; Bao et al., 2021a), persua-
siveness evaluation (Swanson et al., 2015; Khatib
et al., 2020), argument summarization (Misra et al.,
2015; Bar-Haim et al., 2020), etc.

Recently, some researchers begin to explore the
argument-pair extraction task. Most existing meth-
ods address the task as a sentence pair classifica-
tion problem and adopt various models for this task,
such as discrete auto-encoder to capture informa-
tion from varying aspects (Ji et al., 2021), multi-
level attention layer to fuse passage-level informa-
tion (Cheng et al., 2021), graph neural network
to capture inter-sentence relationships (Bao et al.,
2021b) or contrastive learning to identify valuable
sentences (Shi et al., 2022). Some researchers
adopt external knowledge, including the concept
graph (Yuan et al., 2021b), and additional proposi-
tion detection task (Cheng et al., 2020), for further
improvement. Notably, these works are parallel to
ours, and due to the lack of external resources in the
legal domain, we do not compare with these works
in the experiments. Moreover, Yuan et al. (2021a)
propose the first LAE dataset. These works ignore
the underlying argument knowledge in unsuper-
vised data, and require labor-intensive annotation.

2.2. Legal Artificial Intelligence
Legal artificial intelligence aims to empower le-
gal tasks with artificial intelligence techniques
and has received growing attention in recent
years from natural language processing (NLP) re-
searchers (Zhong et al., 2020; Bommasani et al.,
2021; Xiao et al., 2023). With the booming develop-
ment in NLP, many tasks have been proposed for
automatic legal document analysis, such as legal
judgment prediction (Zhong et al., 2018; Chalkidis
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et al., 2019), case retrieval (Shao et al., 2020; Ma
et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022), court view genera-
tion (Ye et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020), information
extraction (Chen et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2022).
These tasks can provide handy references for legal
practitioners and people seeking legal consulting.

Recent promising progress in pre-trained lan-
guage models (PLMs) (Bommasani et al., 2021;
Han et al., 2021) inspires legal AI scholars to dive
into pre-training within the legal domain. Models
trained on open-domain data exhibit suboptimal
performance in legal tasks due to their limited un-
derstanding of legal specialized terminology. To
address this issue, many researchers assemble
extensive legal corpora to conduct continual pre-
training based on open-domain PLMs (Chalkidis
et al., 2020; Henderson et al., 2022; Cui et al., 2023;
Xiao et al., 2021; Li et al., 2023). In this paper, we
introduce a pioneering pre-training framework that
seeks to leverage the argumentative structures in-
herent in legal documents.

Moreover, some researchers focus on legal argu-
ment mining, which aims to analyze the opinions of
both parties in a case. Some researchers propose
to detect the arguments in legal documents (Moens
et al., 2007; Palau and Moens, 2009; Grundler et al.,
2022; Habernal et al., 2022). Duan et al. (2019)
summarize the lengthy and informative court de-
bate via dispute focus mining. Different from previ-
ous work, we focus on the LAE and attempt to mine
argument knowledge from the large-scale coarse-
grained complaint-defense pairs, which can be ap-
plied easily to different scenarios.

3. Methodology

3.1. Notations

During the legal trial process, the plaintiff initiates
the case by submitting a complaint that outlines
their arguments. Subsequently, the defendant re-
sponds with a defense that either admits to or re-
futes the plaintiff’s claims. LAE is designed to
streamline this process by automatically matching
related arguments that address the same topics
from both the complaint and the defense, thus im-
proving the work efficiency of judges in summariz-
ing dispute focuses.

Although obtaining fine-grained annotations for
individual argument-pairs is a labor-intensive task,
acquiring coarse-grained complaint-defense pairs,
denoted as (c, d), is considerably simpler. These
pairs are often already well-structured and explicitly
documented in legal records. In the context of a
given complaint c = q1, ..., qn, each argument qi
(which we define as a sentence, following Ji et al.
(2021)) aims to find its corresponding argument,
denoted as p+, from the defense d = {p1, ..., pm}

that discusses the same topic. Such an aligned pair
(qi, p

+) is then classified as an interactive argument-
pair. For evaluation, we adopt the approach out-
lined in Yuan et al. (2021a). The model is presented
with a set of 5 candidate defense arguments, con-
sisting of 4 negative arguments (those that do not
align with the complaint argument) and 1 positive
argument (the one that aligns with the complaint
argument). The model is then tasked with correctly
identifying the positive candidate from this set.

3.2. Overall Framework
Our model is designed to harness the latent struc-
ture signals from unlabeled complaint-defense
pairs to pre-train the model for LAE. Our model
mainly relies on two intuitive observations: 1) Es-
sentially, each argument presented in a complaint
is expected to receive a corresponding response
in the opposite defense. 2) Different arguments
in complaints are likely to correspond to different
arguments in defenses. Based on these obser-
vations, we propose two pre-training objectives:
complaint-defense matching objective and match-
ing divergence objective. It’s worth noting that both
objectives are symmetric and could be applied anal-
ogously to defense arguments as well. In the follow-
ing sections, we will elaborate on these objectives
primarily in the context of complaints for ease of
explanation. The definitions for defense objectives
can be obtained by a straightforward analogy. Fig-
ure 2 provides a graphical overview of the entire
framework of our model. Our model takes a compli-
ant argument as input and treats the corresponding
defense as a positive bag of argument. The bag-
level contrastive learning is performed by treating
the argument with the highest matching score in the
bag as the positive instance, while treating defense
arguments from other cases as negative instances.
Besides, we maximize the divergence between the
matching distribution over defense arguments of
different complaint arguments.

In the following, we first describe the model which
maps argument pairs into matching scores. Then
we introduce the two objectives inspired by the
observations, which enforce the matching scores
of related arguments to be high.

3.3. Argument-Pair Representation
In our architecture, we employ BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) as the foundational encoder for extracting
argument-pair representations, as depicted in Fig-
ure 2. When we are presented with an argu-
ment pair (q, p), consisting of one argument from
the complaint and another from the defense, we
concatenate them with special tokens. The se-
quence {[CLS], q, [SEP], p, [SEP]} is then input into
the BERT encoder. The BERT encoder processes
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…

Negative Arguments 
from Other Cases

The loan is not a joint debt ...

The guarantor paid off all debt.

The actual interest rate is ...

Positive Bag of Arguments

Bob confessed the truth of ...

Besides, the guarantor is ...

Bob asks the judge to reject ...

… …
Max

…

E

Cindy provided a guaranty.

Compaint-Defense Matching Objective

E Encoder Matching Score

Distribution over Defence Arguments

Matching Divergence Objective

Maximize

the Divergence

Maximize the difference
between matching distribution

[CLS] Cindy provided ... [SEP]  Bob confessed ... [SEP]

BERT

EncoderLinear

Figure 2: The illustration of the proposed model. (1) The complaint-defense matching objective requires
the model to assign high matching scores to related arguments from the same documents with arguments
from other cases as negative candidates. (2) The matching divergence objective requires the model to
match different defense arguments for different complaint arguments.

this input sequence and generates a set of hidden
representations, where the final hidden representa-
tion of the [CLS] token, denoted as hc captures the
contextual information of both arguments in the pair
(q, p). To determine the matching score between
the two arguments q and p, this [CLS] represen-
tation hc is passed through a feed-forward neural
network, and the output is used as the matching
score, quantifying the degree of correlation or con-
trast between the two arguments in question.

s(q, p) = Whc + b, (1)

where W and b are trainable parameters. A higher
score indicates a higher probability that the two
arguments discuss the same topic.

3.4. Pre-training Objectives

Complaint-Defense Matching Objective The tar-
get of argument-pair extraction is to match the ar-
guments about the same topic. We find that each
complaint argument is supposed to be responded
and it is also intuitive that argument pairs must
come from complaints and defenses of the same
cases, which can provide weak supervision for the
argument-pair extraction task. Inspired by at-least-
one strategy in distantly supervised relation extrac-
tion (Zeng et al., 2014), after given a complaint
argument, we treat the corresponding defense as a
positive bag, in which there is at least one positive
interactive argument. We greedily match the argu-
ments by applying the maximum operation to select
the arguments with the same topics. Specifically,
given the complaint argument q ∈ c, we calculate

the positive matching score as:

s+(q) = maxpj∈d+s(q, pj), (2)

where d+ is the corresponding defense from the
same case as c. Intuitively, the defense argument
with the highest matching score is treated as the
positive instance in further contrastive learning.

To enforce the model to assign high scores to
related argument pairs, we train the model with
the contrastive learning mechanism. We randomly
sample the negative defense arguments from other
cases and require the model to correctly match the
complaint arguments and defense arguments from
the same cases. Specifically, given a complaint ar-
gument q ∈ c and the related defense d+ recorded
in the same case, we first randomly select N irrele-
vant defense arguments from other cases as the
negative candidates {p−1 , ..., p

−
N}. We define the

complaint-defense matching objective as:

L1 = −log exp(s+(q))
exp(s+(q)) +

∑N
k=1 exp(s(q, p−k ))

. (3)

This objective encourages the related argument
pairs to have a higher score than unrelated ones.
Notably, prior works prove that the hard negatives
are needed to facilitate better training (Robinson
et al., 2021; Kalantidis et al., 2020). Therefore, we
sample negatives from cases of the same cause,
which usually involve similar events and disputes.
The hard negatives can help the model to com-
pare the argument pairs in detail. Notably, though
arguments from the same cause may be similar,
they are usually different in case details. We also
remove common arguments with no discussion of
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specific facts, such as “have no opposite opinions"
and “request the judge to deny all appeals". There-
fore, the false negative problem can be avoided.

Matching Divergence Objective The complaint-
defense matching objective utilizes supervision
from the level of complaint-defense pairs, which
enables the model to be trained on the unlabeled
dataset. However, it may lead the model to learn
trivial shortcuts. As mentioned before, we sample
arguments from other cases as negative instances.
Thus, the model can be optimized to give high
scores to all defense arguments from the same
case, which may result in only identifying entities,
such as names, locations, and times, not the topics
and details in the arguments.

To tackle this issue, we propose the matching
divergence objective which is based on the obser-
vation that different complaint arguments tend to
match different defense arguments. Therefore, the
model should not give high scores to all argument
pairs from the same cases. Specifically, the match-
ing divergence objective encourages the matching
distribution of complaint arguments over defense
arguments to be diverse. For each training iteration,
we first sample two complaint arguments, qi and
ql, from the same document. We then calculate
matching distribution over the defense arguments,
d = {p1, ..., pm}, with a softmax normalization:

Pq(pj) = softmax (s(q, pj)) , (pj ∈ d, q = qi, ql) . (4)

We use Jensen–Shannon divergence to measure
the difference between two matching distributions
and calculate matching divergence objective as:
L2 = 1− JS(Pqi ||Pql). This objective encourages
two distributions Pqi and Pql to be different, i.e., dif-
ferent complaint arguments should match different
defense arguments.

To summarize, for each iteration, we sample
two complaint arguments from the same document.
The final loss is calculated as the sum of the con-
trastive matching loss and the divergence loss:
Lc = L1 + λL2, where λ is a hyper-parameter. As
the relation between complaint arguments and de-
fense arguments is a two-way relation, both two
assumptions are also valid for defense arguments.
That is to say, for each defense argument, we can
find at least one corresponding complaint argument,
and the matching relationship over complaint argu-
ments should be different. Therefore, just as the
definition of Lc, we can define the loss function for
defenses Ld as the sum of the two objectives. The
final pre-training loss function is L = Lc + Ld.

3.5. Downstream Evaluation
We evaluate our model with the human-annotated
data under two settings: unsupervised setting and
supervised setting. The unsupervised setting does

not require extra labeled data for training, while the
supervised setting can leverage human-annotated
data to further improve the model performance.

For unsupervised setting, we directly employ the
pre-trained model to extract the argument pairs
based on the matching scores in Eq. 1. The de-
fense arguments assigned with the highest match-
ing score are selected as the positive answers.

For supervised setting, we further utilize anno-
tated data to fine-tune the pre-trained model. Sim-
ilar to the complaint-defense matching objective,
we require the model to distinguish the related ar-
gument, and the objective is defined as:

Lf = −log exp(s(q, p+))
exp(s(q, p+)) +

∑
i exp(s(q, p−i ))

, (5)

where p−i is the sampled negative defense argu-
ment. Different from the negative samples in the
pre-training stage, the negative samples in the fine-
tuning stage are provided by the human-annotated
dataset, which comes from the same case as the
complaint argument. It is more challenging to dis-
tinguish the positive argument from the human-
annotated negative arguments. Therefore, fine-
tuning can further facilitate better argument pair
extraction and achieve higher accuracy.

4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset Construction
To evaluate the effectiveness of our model, we con-
struct two legal argument-pair extraction datasets
based on large-scale open-access legal documents
published by the Chinese government1. We select
cases from two representative causes with the most
cases, including private lending (Lending) and con-
tract dispute (Contract). Both two types of cases
are common and important in our daily life.

To improve data quality, we only preserve the
documents from the intermediate courts and dis-
card the documents from grass-roots courts. As
the legal documents are well-formatted, we can
apply hand-crafted regular expressions to divide
the documents into several parts. Firstly, for each
case, we divide the document into five parts: the
information about two parties, the complaint, the
defense, the court views, and the judgment results,
where only the complaints and defenses are kept.
We then delete the common arguments which con-
tain the words “having no opposite opinions" or
“request the judge to deny all appeal". These com-
mon arguments do not contain specific details or
information, and matching them cannot significantly
benefit downstream tasks. The deletion is also con-
ducted via regular expressions. Notably, the data

1 https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/

https://wenshu.court.gov.cn/
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preprocessing is conducted without human anno-
tation, and the required regular expressions are
also low-costs. Therefore, we can easily conduct
large-scale self-supervised pre-training.

We first collect unlabeled cases to form the pre-
training datasets, and then select thousands of
cases to perform human annotation for fine-tuning
and evaluation. To ensure high data quality, we
require that all annotators are in a law-related pro-
fession or pursuing a law degree. Besides, be-
fore carrying out annotation, annotators have to go
through several hours of training for labeling. Be-
sides, during mannual annotation, we adopt honey-
pot data, where the correct annotations are already
known. When annotators mistakenly annotate hon-
eypot data, we will pause their annotation to keep
them focused during the annotation process. We
adopt a two-stage annotation process for dataset
construction. Firstly, each case is required to be
annotated twice independently. We employ Co-
hen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) to measure the inter-
agreements between two annotators. The Kappa
coefficients are 44% and 46% for private lending
cases and contract dispute cases. Secondly, we
require an experienced annotator to give the final
results based on the results given in the first step.
Only the annotators with high consistency in the
first step are allowed to participate in the second
step. To evaluate data quality, we randomly sam-
ple 10% cases from two datasets to check the data
quality. The estimated precision of the annotation
is 95.26%. The estimated recall of the annotation
is 91.70%. From the results, we can observe that
though the legal argument-pair extraction task is
challenging, our datasets are high-quality and can
serve as a good benchmark for future research.

The annotated data are randomly split into the
training set, validation set, and test set. The de-
tailed statistics are listed in Table 1. Following
previous work (Yuan et al., 2021a), for each com-
plaint argument, we give 5 defense arguments as
candidates where only one is the positive related
argument. Our datasets consist of thousands of
complicated legal cases, and are the largest le-
gal argument-pair extraction dataset. Note that
CAIL2020-Argmine dataset (Yuan et al., 2021a)
does not provide information on the distribution of
legal causes, which makes it difficult to obtain ap-
propriate pre-training data. Therefore we do not
evaluate our model on CAIL2020-Argmine.

4.2. Baseline Models
Unspervised Baselines Relatively few studies
have ventured into the realm of unsupervised
argument-pair extraction. Given that interactive
argument pairs are thematically coherent, we se-
lect state-of-the-art sentence representation learn-
ing methods as our baseline models for compar-

Dataset pre-train train valid test
Lending

# Case 20k 1.2k 400 400
# Argument 194k 11.7k 3.9k 3.9k

# Arg-Pair – 11.9k 4.4k 4.8k
Contract

# Case 20k 1.2k 400 400
# Argument 201k 12.4k 4.2k 4.1k

# Arg-Pair – 11.3k 4.5k 4.8k

Table 1: The detailed statistics of datasets. Here,
# Case, # Argument, and # Arg-Pair denote the
number of cases, arguments, and annotated posi-
tive argument-pairs.

ison. These models are: 1) AvgEmb calculates
the representation of an argument as the mean
of its token representations. The matching score
between two arguments is defined as the cosine
similarity between their average embeddings. 2)
IS-BERT (Zhang et al., 2020) maximizes mutual
information between local and global sentence rep-
resentations. In other words, it seeks to ensure
that individual tokens and the sentence as a whole
share high information content, thereby creating
robust sentence representations suitable for match-
ing. 3) SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021) uses a con-
trastive learning approach and crafts positive ex-
amples by applying dropout twice on the same
sentence. The model then minimizes the distance
between these perturbed versions in the represen-
tation space while maximizing the distance to other
unrelated sentences. Both IS-BERT and SimCSE
are pre-trained on the same corpus that we use for
our own method, ensuring a fair comparison.

Spervised Baselines For evaluation in super-
vised setting, we select a variety of state-of-the-art
models that specialize either in sentence represen-
tation learning or in argument-pair extraction:

1) SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) uti-
lizes a siamese architecture and utilizes a triplet
distance objective to optimize the model. 2) Sim-
CSESup (Gao et al., 2021) is the supervised ver-
sion of SimCSE. It uses labeled positive examples
to carry out contrastive learning, aiming to gener-
ate highly discriminative sentence representations.
3) BERT-Pair (Devlin et al., 2019) concatenates the
arguments from both the complaint and defense
and feeds them into a BERT encoder. It serves as a
straightforward application of BERT to our problem
and can be viewed as our model without additional
pre-training steps. 4) DARL (Ji et al., 2021) em-
ploys a discrete auto-encoder to capture various
facets of information within arguments. The original
version uses a GRU as the encoder, but for a fair
comparison, we replace it with BERT.

Notably, to make a fair comparison, we em-
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Lending Contract
Model valid test valid test

Unsupervised Setting

AvgEmb 36.7 36.5 43.1 43.3
IS-BERT 40.9 41.0 51.8 52.6
SimCSE 42.9 41.7 51.8 51.9
Ours 48.4 46.4 53.4 54.6

Supervised Setting

SBERT 54.6 54.0 60.6 59.8
SimCSESup 57.5 58.0 61.2 61.1
BERT-Pair 62.0 62.0 65.3 65.5
DARL 58.4 57.6 65.8 65.2
OursSup 65.6 64.0 68.0 68.3

Table 2: The performance of the baseline models
and our proposed model (Accuracy).

ploy BERT pre-trained on Chinese civil case docu-
ments (Zhong et al., 2019) as the encoder for all
models. As the cases in our datasets are part of
this pre-training corpus, further pre-training on the
same data does not offer additional benefits, which
is confirmed in our ablation studies. This setup
guarantees that each model is given an equal op-
portunity to showcase its capabilities in LAE.

4.3. Implementation Details
Our experimental setup is carefully designed to en-
sure reproducibility and to provide a fair comparison
across models. Here are the key details: During the
pre-training stage, we set the batch size as 128 im-
plemented through gradient accumulation. For the
pre-training learning rate and λ in the objective func-
tion, we apply the grid search strategy to select the
best hyper-parameters. We select the pre-training
learning rate from {1×10−5, 5×10−5, 1×10−4, 5×
10−4}, with the best-performing rate set to 1×10−4.
We select the hyper-parameter λ for the objective
function from {0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 1}, with 0.1 being
the chosen value for the Lending dataset and 0.2
for the Contract dataset.

4.4. Main Results
The comparison results between our methods and
baseline models are shown in Table 2. From the re-
sults we can observe that: 1) Our proposed model
can significantly outperform the competitive base-
line models by a significant margin under both the
unsupervised setting and the supervised setting.
It proves that our proposed model can effectively
capture the semantic information, and thus achieve
a performance improvement. 2) Focusing on the
unsupervised setting, it’s worth noting that both
IS-BERT and SimCSE also take advantage of un-
labeled data for their pre-training phases. Despite

Lending Contract
Model valid test valid test

Unsupervised Setting

Ours 48.4 46.4 53.4 54.6
w/o divergence 48.1 45.4 52.1 52.4

Supervised Setting

OursSup 65.6 64.0 68.0 68.3
w/o divergence 65.3 63.6 67.8 67.5
w/o pre-training 62.0 62.0 65.3 65.5
w/ MLM 62.5 62.3 65.2 65.0

Table 3: Results of the ablation study (Accuracy).

this, our model still demonstrates superior perfor-
mance. This implies that the unsupervised learning
objectives we introduce are particularly effective at
enabling the model to recognize and capture topical
features. This capability is beneficial for the down-
stream task of argument-pair extraction. 3) While
our unsupervised model does achieve a consider-
able gain in performance, there is still a discernible
performance delta when compared to supervised
models. This observation highlights the value of
high-quality, human-annotated data in refining the
model’s capabilities. Additionally, it serves as a call
to action for researchers to direct more effort into
enhancing the performance of unsupervised mod-
els in the area of argument-pair extraction. This
is an avenue we earmark for future research en-
deavors. 4) Another observation is the architectural
choices in encoding argument pairs. Both BERT-
Pair and our model utilize a single BERT encoder
to process given argument pairs, contrasting with
other models that employ a Siamese architecture.
Our results substantiate that the joint modeling of
given sentences is essential for effective LAE.

In summary, our model can effectively leverage
large-scale unlabeled data to conduct pre-training,
and improve the semantic matching ability. We
argue that we should attach more importance to the
utilization of unsupervised data for future research.

4.5. Ablation Study
To dive into the effectiveness of our proposed
model, we conduct an ablation study and the results
are shown in Table 3. In this study, we manipulate
two key factors: the matching divergence objec-
tive and the pre-training process. Specifically, the
term w/o divergence designates a model that is
pre-trained without the utilization of the matching
divergence objective. On the other hand, w/o pre-
training denotes a model that is fine-tuned without
any prior pre-training. Besides, to further verify
the effectiveness of our pre-training tasks, we also
present the results of the model with further masked
language model (MLM) pre-training on the unsu-
pervised corpus (w/ MLM). We can observe that:
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Lending Contract
Strategy valid test valid test

Unsupervised Setting

SameType 48.4 46.4 53.4 54.6
Random 45.0 41.7 49.1 48.7
Overlap 47.4 44.9 52.4 53.6

Supervised Setting

SameType 65.6 64.0 68.0 68.3
Random 64.5 62.9 66.8 66.3
Overlap 64.7 63.6 69.4 68.3

Table 4: Results for three negative sampling strate-
gies (Accuracy).

1) The matching divergence objective and the pre-
training process contribute to the main model. Re-
moving either one of these elements results in a no-
ticeable drop in performance metrics. 2) Strikingly,
the absence of the matching divergence objective
yields a significant performance decline in the un-
supervised setting—amounting to a drop of 1.0 and
2.2 points across two test datasets. However, the
impact on the supervised setting is markedly less
severe, registering a decline of only 0.4 and 0.8
points respectively across the test datasets. This
suggests that the matching divergence objective
functions as an effective regularization mechanism
in unsupervised learning. In supervised settings,
this objective seems less critical since high-quality,
human-annotated data already fulfill the regulariza-
tion requirements. Therefore, its omission does not
significantly hinder performance in a supervised
environment. 3) Interestingly, further pre-training
using the MLM objective fails to yield consistent
improvements. Given that the backbone BERT
architecture has already undergone pre-training us-
ing legal documents, additional in-domain MLM
pre-training does not contribute to performance
enhancement. This contrasts with our argument-
specific pre-training objectives, which demonstrate
effectiveness in downstream LAE performance.

4.6. Effects of Negative Sampling

Negative sampling is a pivotal component in the
realm of contrastive learning, as established by ex-
isting literature (Kalantidis et al., 2020; Robinson
et al., 2021). In this section, we specifically ex-
amine the influence of different negative sampling
strategies on the performance of our model. As
mentioned before, our model is trained with neg-
ative samples sourced from cases that share the
same cause to facilitate better training, referred to
as the SameType strategy. Additionally, we ex-
plore two alternative strategies: 1) Random, where
negative samples are randomly drawn from irrele-
vant cases, and 2) Overlap, where negatives are
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Figure 3: Supervised performance (accuracy) with
different fine-tuning data size. Best viewed in color.

selected based on minimal word overlap with the
query argument and are sourced from the same
case document. The impact of these sampling
strategies is empirically captured in Table 4. Our ob-
servations indicate: 1) Utilizing randomly selected
negatives during the pre-training phase results in a
substantial decline in performance across both su-
pervised and unsupervised settings. This suggests
that the nature of the negative samples matters
significantly, affirming that hard negatives are indis-
pensable for effective contrastive pre-training. 2)
Contrary to expectations, the Overlap strategy does
not outperform the SameType strategy. The reason
for this is that the Overlap strategy inadvertently
introduces false negatives into the model’s training,
thereby negatively impacting its performance.

These findings underscore the necessity of care-
fully crafting negative sampling strategies. Specifi-
cally, it indicates that the selection of appropriately
challenging negatives has the potential to further
boost the performance of LAE.

4.7. Effects of Supervised Data Size

We argue that our model can achieve superior re-
sults with limited supervised data. To substantiate
this claim, we investigate how performance varies
with different sizes of fine-tuning datasets. We com-
pare the performance of our pre-trained model with
that of a model that has not undergone any pre-
training. The results are shown in Figure 3. Our
model demonstrates remarkable performance in
scenarios where supervised data is sparse. Specif-
ically, it is capable of delivering competitive or su-
perior results even when only 50% of labeled data
is available for fine-tuning. We also notice a trend
of performance improvement correlating with an in-
crease in the size of supervised dataset. This sug-
gests that there is room for enhancing the model’s
performance by adding more annotated data.

These findings validate our hypothesis about the
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effectiveness of our model in low-resource settings,
allowing for high performance even when labeled
data is limited. Therefore, the model serves as
a practical solution in real-world scenarios where
high-quality annotated data is often costly to ac-
quire, while still offering the potential for further
performance gains with additional data.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we focus on the LAE task, aiming to
address the challenge of data sparsity that often
plagues this domain. To this end, we introduce a
contrastive pre-training method that leverages the
wealth of unsupervised legal documents available.
By doing so, we enable our model to learn and
capture argumentative knowledge effectively. We
incorporate two self-supervised objectives that are
formulated based on intuitive observations. Our ex-
periments indicate that these objectives contribute
to a significant boost in performance. In the future,
we will explore utilizing the unlabeled data more
effectively, and enable the unsupervised model to
reach comparable results with supervised models.

Ethical Consideration

In this section, we delve into ethical considerations
that arise from the deployment of our proposed
model for argument-piring extraction from legal doc-
uments.

1) Potential for Misuse: The primary intent
behind our model is to augment the process
of argument-pair extraction in the legal domain,
thereby aiding downstream tasks like case analysis
and dispute focus summarization. This has consid-
erable value, particularly in legal consultation sys-
tems. However, the model is susceptible to misuse,
especially if it is perceived as a full-fledged replace-
ment for human legal practitioners. We strongly
contend that our model should serve merely as an
assistive tool for legal experts and not replace them.
The final judgement in legal cases should unequiv-
ocally rest with duly appointed judges to mitigate
the risk of model misuse.

2) Data Sourcing and Annotation: The dataset
leveraged for this research has been sourced from
publicly accessible documents released by the
Supreme People’s Court of China. It’s important
to clarify that the data is not confidential and is
freely available to the general public. Regarding
the annotation process, we started by manually
annotating a subset of examples to gauge the work-
load. Subsequently, we compensated annotators
in accordance with local wage standards.
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